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b. Boost tools that capture 
information from website visitors 
and turn them into prospects via 
pop-ups, push notifications.

a. Activate Newsletters to keep your 
visitors and customers engaged.

c. Implement Recommendation 
Engine to boost all main metrics.

Tools to Enhance 
your Retention 
and Customer 
Lifetime Value.



Post-purchasing 
Email

Order confirmation emails have an 
open rate of 71% which is 4X the 
average email open rate.



Remarketing 
Emails. 

Make them witty and a bit personal! 



Replenishment 
Emails.

Same idea counts for fashion 
(new arrivals), seasonal or FMCG 
categories. 



Email marketing 
feedback.

A great opportunity to implement 
different strategies to happy vs 
unhappy customers



Email marketing 
referrals.

Peer referral from a happy 
customer is probably the best 
marketing ever!



Pop-ups: 
The tool we love to hate!

...so at least change the artworks frequently and never use it at the landing page! 



Implement Newsletter subscription 
and forms to website visitors.
1% buys, another 1% subscribes

Newsletter 
Subscription 
pop-up rules!



Enhance your 
Targeting with 
Pop-ups.

Progressive profiling: 
eg collect interests or birthdays to 
create a better email flow!



Enhance your 
Story with 
Pop-ups.

Communicate your brand’s 
mission and story!



Enhance your 
database with 
Pop-ups.

Wheel of fortune: 
3x your opt-in rates instantly!



Enhance your 
Conversion with 
Pop-ups.

Communicate a message: 
eg drive your on-site traffic 
to your sales collection!



Enhance your 
Conversion with 
Pop-ups.

Exit intent: they work like a charm 
especially for abandoned cart 
users!



Push 
Notifications

Amazing tool to get organic traffic 
for abandoned cart & price alert. 
Works great with content eg blog 
posts. 



Recommendation 
Engine.

An amazing tool based on machine learning which delivers personalised recommendations 
that suit the unique tastes and preferences of each customer on multiple touchpoints.



Recommendation Engine: 
How it works



Recommendation Engine: 
Campaigns and Touchpoints

It transforms the landing page to a personalized one! Same counts for shopping cart, 
recommendation tab, email, pop-up, push notification! 



Recommendation Engine: 
Meaningful Improvements



Subscribe on Retargeting.biz 

for more magic!

And let’s keep in touch on 

Linkedin!

Thomas Katakis
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